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7 Habits of Highly Effective People


Stephen R. Covey


*New York Times bestseller—over 40 million copies sold*
*The #1 Most Influential Business Book of the Twentieth Century*
One of the most inspiring and impactful books ever written, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People has captivated readers for nearly three decades. It has transformed the lives of presidents and CEOs, educators and parents—millions of people of all ages and occupations. Now, this 30th anniversary edition of the timeless classic commemorates the wisdom of the 7 Habits with modern additions from Sean Covey.
The 7 Habits have become famous and are integrated into everyday thinking by millions and millions of people. Why? Because they work!
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ADHD: Government Resources


This link provides baseline for information and resources regarding ADD resources.




 View Website    
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Atlas of the Heart by Brene' Brown


New York Times Best Seller brings her personal experiences and research of human behavior to life!


This book explores and further examines the physiological and psychological research and insights that help to explain patterns of human behaviors, from a "heart atlas".. Dr. Brown reveals strategies mapping the ability to change!



 View Website    
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Kids and CoVid: A listing of government resources for pre-school through young adulthood.


Ideas, tips, suggestions, and resources generated by the US Government


This site was updated on Dec. 28, 2020



 View Website    
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Spiritual Practices for the Brain - Author Anne Kertz Kernion


Caring for the Mind, Body, and Soul


This book covers many topics such as focusing our breath, meditation, living with gratitude, and self-compassion. Anne's personal examples of "no frills" and "no cost" strategies can be readily adapted and adopted, once your mind is open!



 View Website    
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The Dream Giver: Following Your God-Given Destiny by Bruce Wilkinson


Are You Living Your Dream Or Just Living Your Life?


This modern day parable tells the story of Ordinary, who dares to leave the Land of Familiar to pursue his Big Dream.
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Visioneering - Author Andy Stanley


Your Guide for Discovering and Maintaining Personal Vision


Catch a glimpse of God’s incredible vision for your life, relationships, and business ...and discover the passion to follow it.



 View Website    
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Whispers of Rest - Author Bonnie Gray


40 Days of God's Love to Revitalize Your Soul


This beautiful guidebook will create space for your soul to breathe. Bonnie Gray shares her own journey to be present in God's love with scientific yet simple strategies for your Soul Care.



 View Website    
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